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What We’ll Focus on Today…
Strategies, resources and ideas for:

• exploring a variety of texts and stories to facilitate the integration 
of First Peoples’ world views and perspectives into primary literacy 
experiences 

• using First Peoples’ mentor texts and stories to launch literacy 
activities that connect to cross-curricular learning opportunities

POPEY planned this workshop in consultation with SD 28’s 
District Partner and its Director of Instruction, Curriculum.



Local Indigenous Resources

Patty Kimpton 
SD 28’s Aboriginal Education Principal

SD 28 Online Resources - Aboriginal Connections

https://bcnewcurriculum.weebly.com/aboriginal-connections.html


First Peoples Pedagogy

While each First Nation has its own unique identity, values and practices, there 
are commonly held understandings of how we interact and learn about the 
world, including First Peoples Principles of Learning.  

We want to ensure a focus on activities that reflect a respectful and holistic 
approach to teaching and learning, and are an example of Indigenous Knowledge.

FNESC/FNSA - BC First Nations Land, Title, and Governance Teacher Resource Guide

• learner centred 

• inquiry based 

• based on experiential learning

• emphasize an awareness of self and others in equal measure 

• recognize the value of group processes 

• support a variety of learning styles

http://www.fnesc.ca/governance-2/


FNESC.ca

http://FNESC.ca
http://www.fnesc.ca


Aligning the ELF with FPPL in BC

The BC Early Learning Framework

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/education-training/early-learning/teach/early-learning-framework


What Do We Need to Know?
Examining First Peoples’ Stories

Traditional & contemporary First Peoples stories are told for 
different purposes, including:

‣teaching - life lessons, responsibilities, rites of passage…

‣sharing creation stories

‣creating a recording of personal, family, & community histories

‣creating a “map” of the geography, history & resources of an area

‣ensuring cultural continuity (maintaining knowledge of ancestors, language…)

‣healing

‣entertainment

Adapted from - In Our Own Words - Bringing Authentic First Peoples Content to the K-3 Classroom - FNESC

http://www.fnesc.ca/wp/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/PUB-LFP-K-3-In-our-Own-Words-for-Web.pdf


Adapted from - In Our Own Words - Bringing Authentic First Peoples Content to the K-3 Classroom - FNESC

Oral Tradition & Listening
Maintenance of this tradition is critical

Effective integration of First Peoples texts allows students to hear 
these stories in oral form.

‣students will begin to fully appreciate the importance of the 
living oral tradition

‣listening skills are vital to First Peoples teaching & learning

‣listening is the first step in committing story & important 
information to memory

http://www.fnesc.ca/wp/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/PUB-LFP-K-3-In-our-Own-Words-for-Web.pdf


Adapted from - Shared Learnings: Integrating BC Aboriginal Content - K-10 - BC Ministry of Education

Storytelling in the Classroom

Aboriginal cultures pass knowledge from generation to 
generation through an oral tradition.

‣ provide opportunities for students to hear stories directly from 
Aboriginal Elders or storytellers 
✓have students learn the stories & retell them to others

‣ have pairs of students take turns sharing stories 
✓have students notice their behaviour when listening - share strategies with the class

‣ review listening behaviours 
✓determine with the kids which strategies are helpful to both speaker & listener

continued…

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/kindergarten-to-grade-12/teach/teaching-tools/aboriginal-education/shared_learning.pdf


Storytelling in the Classroom

‣ have students identify oral & written forms of communication 
✓storytelling, audio recording, radio, television news, podcasts… 
✓paper/pencil, books, magazines, newspaper, online…

…continued

‣ have a class discussion about the difference between oral & written 
✓students can draw, write, act out examples of each

‣ introduce students to speaker symbols used by Aboriginal Peoples 
✓feather, talking stick… 
✓discuss protocols - only person holding object speaks, Elders speak first, no time limit 
✓students can create their own speaker symbol 
✓use speaker symbols with the students

Adapted from - Shared Learnings: Integrating BC Aboriginal Content - K-10 - BC Ministry of Education

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/kindergarten-to-grade-12/teach/teaching-tools/aboriginal-education/shared_learning.pdf


Talking Circles
Talking Circles are a foundational approach 

to First Nations pedagogy. 

It is a routine that encourages dialogue, respect & the co-creation 
of learning:

sit in a circle 

whoever is holding the Talking Stick speaks - everyone else listens 

pass the stick in a clock-wise direction to take turns 

everyone has a chance to speak - but not everyone has to  

there is no time limit - but everyone is respectful of time 

what is said in the circle stays in the circle 

we respect & honour the contributions of each member of the circle

Adapted from - Talking Circles - First Nations Pedagogy Online

https://firstnationspedagogy.ca/circletalks.html


Protocols for Connecting with the Community

FNESC/FNSA - BC First Nations Land, Title, and Governance Teacher Resource Guide

• Inviting Elders and other knowledgeable community members        

into the classroom to speak 

• Respecting the natural world when going out on field trips 

• Visiting First Nations lands and territories

It is important to understand and practice the local protocols 
in areas such as:

• Interviewing people 

• Holding special events such as a celebratory feast 

• Developing units with local content

http://www.fnesc.ca/governance-2/


Carrier Creation Myths and Legends

• The traditions of the Carrier people have been passed down from 
generation to generation through their stories and their artwork. 

Footprints in Stone - Quesnel Museum

• These stories are vital in the survival of the Carrier culture. These 
stories are passed down from the elderly of the community to the 
younger ones.

• Stories have many purposes. Some stories explain the origin of the 
world and how humans, animals, plants and landforms were created.

http://www.quesnelmuseum.ca/FootprintsInStone/Culture/Creation-Myths.html
http://www.fnesc.ca/wp/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/PUB-LFP-K-3-In-our-Own-Words-for-Web.pdf


Carrier Creation Myths and Legends

• Other stories serve as historical records of important events and 
people. Tales of war raids between the southern Carrier, Nuxalk and 
Chilcotin are one example.

Footprints in Stone - Quesnel Museum

• Stories are also used as tools for teaching children about 
behaviour and standards of conduct that are expected of them.

• Finally, stories are told just for fun and entertainment within the 
community. 

• Another tradition of the Carrier people is their songs and dances.

http://www.quesnelmuseum.ca/FootprintsInStone/Culture/Creation-Myths.html
http://www.fnesc.ca/wp/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/PUB-LFP-K-3-In-our-Own-Words-for-Web.pdf


K-3 Science Big Ideas

Plants and 
animals have 
observable 

features.

Grade 1 Science K Science

BC Curriculum

Daily and 
seasonal 
changes 

affect all living 
things.

Grade 2 Science Grade 3 Science

to Connect to ELA & First Peoples’ Worldviews

*Complete list of Science Big Ideas available here

Living things 
have features 
& behaviours 

that help them 
survive in their 
environment.

Observable 
patterns and 

cycles occur in 
the local sky & 

landscape.

Living things 
have life cycles 

adapted to 
their 

environment.

Water is 
essential to all 
living things, 
and it cycles 
through the 

environment.

Living things are 
diverse, can be 
grouped, and 
interact in their 

ecosystems.

Wind, 
water, and 
ice change 
the shape 

of the land.

https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca
https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum/science


K-3 Social Studies Big Ideas

Our 
communities 
are diverse 

and made of 
individuals who 

have a lot in 
common.

Grade 1 Socials K Socials

BC Curriculum

Stories & 
traditions about 
ourselves & our 
families reflect 
who we are & 
where we are 

from.

Grade 2 Socials Grade 3 Socials

to Connect to ELA & First Peoples’ Worldviews

*Complete list of Social Studies Big Ideas available here

We shape 
the local 

environment & the 
local environment 

shapes who we 
are and how 

we live.

Healthy 
communities 
recognize & 

respect the diversity 
of individuals & 

care for the local 
environment.

Local actions 
have global 

consequences, 
& global actions 

have local 
consequences.

Canada is 
made up of 

many diverse 
regions and 

communities.

Indigenous 
knowledge is 
passed down 

through oral history, 
traditions, & 
collective 
memory.

Indigenous 
societies 

throughout the 
world value the 

well-being of the 
self, the land, 

spirits, and 
ancestors.

https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca
https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum/science


K-3 ELA Big Ideas

Stories and 
other texts 

help us learn 
about 

ourselves and 
our families.

Grade 1 ELA K ELA

BC Curriculum

Through 
listening and 
speaking, we 
connect with 
others & share 

our world.

Grade 2 ELA Grade 3 ELA

to Connect to First Peoples’ Worldviews

*Complete list of ELA Big Ideas available here

Stories and other 
texts can be 

shared through 
pictures and 

words.

Curiosity and 
wonder lead us to 
new discoveries 
about ourselves 
and the world 

around us.

Stories and other 
texts connect us 
to ourselves, our 
families, and our 

communities.

Through 
listening and 
speaking, we 
connect with 
others & share 

our world.

Stories & other 
texts help us learn 
about ourselves, 

our families, & 
our communities.

Stories can be 
understood from 

different 
perspectives

https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca
https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum/english-language-arts/3


Curriculum — Big Ideas
ELA 

Social Studies 

Science

Infusing Indigenous Perspectives into Literacy 
& Cross-CurricularExperiences

Student Books/Mentor Texts

Nonfiction

Fiction, Legends, Creation Stories



Early Learning Framework Principles

Opportunities to engage with identities, social responsibility and diversity

First Peoples Principles of Learning

Opportunities to engage with the Core Competencies
(Communication, Thinking, Personal & Social)



Framework for Designing Quality Indigenous Science Resources

BC Ministry of Education: Indigenous Education Resources

Indigenous Voice 
• Cultural experts are a significant and critical part of unit implementation. 
• Elders and community members are involved at all stages of the curriculum 

development process. 
• An Indigenous person is directly involved in the writing of the curriculum. 

Indigenous Languages 
• Indigenous languages are recognized as being an integral part of Indigenous ways of 

knowing and worldview. 
• The language plays a large part in the lessons and activities.

Diversity amongst Indigenous Peoples 
• Focus of curriculum is on one particular Indigenous group.  
• The curriculum is flexible enough so that it can be adapted to other Indigenous groups.

https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum/indigenous-education-resources


BC Ministry of Education: Indigenous Education Resources

Protocol 
• It is recognized that when working with specific Indigenous communities and cultural 

experts that there are protocols to be followed.   
• These are explicitly stated.

Relationship with the Land 
• States the importance of the land, plants and animals to Indigenous people. 
• Lessons either take place out of the classroom on the land or in the classroom. 
• Cultural experts are integral to the lessons.

Ways of learning, ways of teaching 
• Traditional ways of learning and teaching are outlined. 
• Activities are numerous and varied and student-centred. 
• They often take place on the land with Elders (observation, practice, participation, 

active involvement, etc.) 
• Learning and evaluation ideally take place at the same time, is formative.

Framework for Designing Quality Indigenous Science Resources

https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum/indigenous-education-resources


Buddy Book 
Walk

Read-Alouds

Strong Nations Publishing 

http://www.strongnations.com


Which principles do these mentor texts support?

The BC Early Learning Framework

What kinds of reading, writing, talking & thinking 
activities could books like these launch? 

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/education-training/early-learning/teach/early-learning-framework


FNESC Learning First Peoples: Primary Resources

FNESC - In Our Own Words

Offers teachers information and guidance about how to incorporate 
authentic First Peoples materials into their instruction and assessment practices.   

Includes lesson plans, curriculum connections,  assessment resources and 
suggested texts.

http://www.fnesc.ca/learningfirstpeoples/k-3/


Integrating First Peoples’ Content

adapted from - FNESC - Authentic First Peoples Resources

texts can be useful to present authentic First Peoples’ 
voices & culture

incorporate First Peoples’ story telling techniques

opportunities for cross-curricular & Core Competencies 
integration

Strong Nations Publishing

Core Competencies Connections
Authentic First Peoples’ Resources BC ERAC Aboriginal Resources

http://www.fnesc.ca/k-7/


We Are All Connected - Series by Strong Nations Publishing

This series explores how we all live together 
in a shared balance upon Mother Earth.

Each book explores a specific ecosystem with a focus on 
one animal and its adaptations for survival within that 

ecosystem.

Strong Nations Publishing

https://www.strongnations.com/store/item_display.php?i=6717&f=


Patience and trust are 

essential for preparing to listen 

to stories. Listening involves 

more than just using the 

auditory sense. Listening 

encompasses visualizing the 

characters and their actions 

and letting the emotions 

surface.  Some say we should 

listen with three ears: two on 

our head and one in our heart. 

-Joanne Archibald, 

Sto:lo First Nation



⭐additional resources to support today’s learning 
are at the back of the eHandout

www.popey.ca

@POPEYBC popeybc pinterest.ca/popeybc

Provincial Outreach Program for the Early Years
POPEY

www.popey.ca

lisa@popey.ca
Lisa Thomas

http://www.popey.ca
https://www.popey.ca
https://twitter.com/POPEYBC
https://www.instagram.com/popeybc/
https://www.pinterest.ca/popeybc/
mailto:lisa@popey.ca


more info links are available on our website

unless otherwise noted, images from: 

Posters created with: 

Educlips 
Presenter Media

Poster My Wall

GraphicStock

In Our Own Words - Bringing Authentic First Peoples Content to the K-3 Classroom - FNESC

Shared Learnings: Integrating BC Aboriginal Content - K-10 - BC Ministry of Education

The Learning Circle: Classroom Activities on First Nations in Canada - Ages 4-7 - Government of Canada

How to Make a Talking Stick - Raven Speaks

Talking Circles - First Nations Pedagogy Online

SD 28 Online Resources - Aboriginal Connections

FNESC/FNSA - BC First Nations Land, Title, and Governance Teacher Resource Guide

The BC Early Learning Framework

Footprints in Stone - Quesnel Museum

BC Ministry of Education: Indigenous Education Resources

BC ERAC Aboriginal Resources

Strong Nations Publishing

http://popei.sd38.bc.ca/
https://www.etsy.com/ca/shop/EduClips
http://www.presentermedia.com/
http://www.postermywall.com/
https://www.graphicstock.com
http://www.fnesc.ca/wp/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/PUB-LFP-K-3-In-our-Own-Words-for-Web.pdf
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/kindergarten-to-grade-12/teach/teaching-tools/aboriginal-education/shared_learning.pdf
http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1316530132377/1316530184659
http://ravenspeaks.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/How_To_Make_A_Talking_Stick_2.pdf
https://firstnationspedagogy.ca/circletalks.html
https://bcnewcurriculum.weebly.com/aboriginal-connections.html
http://www.fnesc.ca/governance-2/
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/education-training/early-learning/teach/early-learning-framework
http://www.quesnelmuseum.ca/FootprintsInStone/Culture/Creation-Myths.html
http://www.fnesc.ca/wp/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/PUB-LFP-K-3-In-our-Own-Words-for-Web.pdf
https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum/indigenous-education-resources
http://abedsupport.bcerac.ca
http://www.strongnations.com


Adapted from - In Our Own Words - Bringing Authentic First Peoples Content to the K-3 Classroom - FNESC

Listening Strategy

Look for an isolated spot - preferably outdoors

imagine yourself in a situation 
where listening really matters

✦find a comfortable position & make sure your hands are empty

✦close your eyes - or concentrate on a single point

✦stay still, no talking, no eye contact with others

5 minutes of silence & reflection

http://www.fnesc.ca/wp/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/PUB-LFP-K-3-In-our-Own-Words-for-Web.pdf


Listening Strategy

What were your impressions?

What sounds did you hear? 

Did you learn anything about this area by listening so intently? 

Were any sounds surprising or unexpected? 

What was going through your mind when you were listening & concentrating? 

Were you relieved or disappointed when listening time was over?

Adapted from - In Our Own Words - Bringing Authentic First Peoples Content to the K-3 Classroom - FNESC

http://www.fnesc.ca/wp/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/PUB-LFP-K-3-In-our-Own-Words-for-Web.pdf


Silence is Golden

‣ in traditional First Peoples cultures - silence has value & purpose 
✓showing respect 
✓training & discipline - particularly warriors & hunters 
✓strengthening body & mind

‣provides opportunities for personal reflection

‣ some of your First Nations students may have learned how to use silence as 
part of the thinking & learning process

Adapted from - In Our Own Words - Bringing Authentic First Peoples Content to the K-3 Classroom - FNESC

http://www.fnesc.ca/wp/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/PUB-LFP-K-3-In-our-Own-Words-for-Web.pdf


Storytelling

From - The Learning Circle: Classroom Activities on First Nations in Canada - Ages 4-7 - Government of Canada

Stories are not only entertaining - they help us learn.

Through stories and songs, First Nations keep 
their history alive & pass it on to the next 

generations.

‣ in traditional First Peoples cultures - silence has value & purpose 
✓showing respect 
✓training & discipline - particularly warriors & hunters 
✓strengthening body & mind

http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1316530132377/1316530184659


Why Use Storytelling?

From - The Learning Circle: Classroom Activities on First Nations in Canada - Ages 4-7 - Government of Canada

The stories of Elders & storytellers prompt the listener 
to reflect on the story and its meanings.

‣ repetition is very important 
✓tell stories over and over again 
✓the stories need to be “felt”

‣ stories are essential to the oral tradition of First Nations 
✓they can become an important part of the classroom 
✓builds memory, reading, oral language, writing skills & imagination

‣ stories based on memories & anecdotes are as effective  
✓stories don’t all have to be traditional legends 
✓as the narrator - rehearse the story & identify critical elements 
✓help the story to come alive for the students by rehearsing & encouraging 

participation

http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1316530132377/1316530184659
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